
FIRE 
Please make sure you know the fire drill BEFORE you arrive at camp 

 

FIRE DRILL FOR CAMPERS 
   

If you see a fire you must tell an adult immediately – they will raise the alarm. 
 

The fire alarm is someone shouting “FIRE” through a loudhailer. 
 

If you hear the alarm you must go immediately to the fire assembly point in the 
field behind Littles Farmhouse. Do not go to the stables or anywhere else on your 
way to the assembly point. Adults will look after the ponies. 

 
FIRE DRILL FOR ADULTS 

  

If you see a fire or someone reports one to you:- Stay near the fire and send 
someone to tell the nearest of the organisers. If there is no one to send leave the 
fire and go yourself. You are unlikely to be able to deal with the fire alone, so it is 
a priority to alert others. 
 

Consider whether you can start to fight the fire with a bucket or extinguisher. You 
may be able to tackle a very small fire, but you must not endanger your own 
safety. 
 

Stand by to direct reinforcements when they arrive. 
 

If you hear the alarm:- Go immediately to the fire assembly point where the 
person in charge will tell you if your assistance is needed and where. 

 
ACTION TO BE TAKEN BY THE ORGANISERS IF SOMEONE REPORTS A FIRE 

 

You immediately need three other adults:-  
Send one to sound the fire alarm.  
Send another to take charge of the fire assembly point with instructions to keep 
everyone there until you contact them. They must have a mobile phone.  
 

Go to look at the fire. Taking with you a mobile phone and the third other  
person (if possible they should also have a mobile phone) 

Check the severity of the fire and call the fire service if necessary. 
 

Meanwhile the other person can communicate with the assembly point and  
summon help if appropriate. 
 

Organise whatever action can SAFELY be taken to tackle the fire or reduce the 
damage while awaiting the fire service. 


